




















































APPARATUS, ETC. 149

diameter, so that a narrow annular spaoe is formed between the two. A spiral of
wire of 1 mm. diameter is wound round the inner oore. When th~ still is in a.otion
the greater part of the desoending liquid is attraoted to the wire and
travels down the spiral traok, sealing the annular space between the
tubes so that the ascending vapour is foroed to traverse the same
path in the opposite direction and come most effectively into contact (,
with the liquid. A column of this type was found to be extremely lJ
efficient, the pitch of the wire spiral being made 18 mm. at the top,
increasing to 22 mm. at the bottom. If the distillation flask be fitted
at floor level, the delivery tube reaches a convenient height above the
working bench. The column is protected by a covering of 2 inches of
cotton wadding bound with asbestos yarn. A further development
of the principle has been adopted in order to make the still capable
of the most complete separation of small quantities of liquid. A still
head was constructed 120 ems. long of glass quill tubing in sections
increasing in diameter from top to bottom. The top section contained
a bicycle spoke 1'4 mm. in diameter, round which was wound a spiral
of wire 0'7 mm. in thickn6ss; the second spiral was made of wire
1'0 mm. thick, the third 1·2 mm., and the last 1'4 mm., the cores all
being similar and the pitch increasing from 6 mm. at the top to 12 mm.
at the bottom. With this still-head a mixture of 5 c.c. of benzene
and 10 c.c. of toluene yielded 4'6 C.c. of pure benzene and 9'4 C.c. of
pure toluene. The cut-point at 94° C. corresponded to the distillation of a volume
of liquid equal to the actual volume of benzene present in the mixture. The quantity
of liquid running back into the distillation flask was only 1'4 c.c. The still-head is
more easily constructed of a single piece of tubing of approximately uniform bore,
the gradation of the annulus being obtained by winding the spirals upon cores of
decreasing diameter. These still-heads have the great practical advantage that the
distillation, having been started at the proper rate, slows down and stops when the
limit of each pure constituent is reached. It is possible with this apparatus to
anaryse mixtures of benzene, toluene, and xylene by direct distillation. The main
portions are obtained pure and the intermediates are so small in amount that there
is no appreciable error in the use of a midway cut-point for estimation of the total
quantity of each constituent. The cut-point for t>enzene is 94° C., and that for
toluene is 124° C. An apparatus of similar type is extremely effective for the
purpose of washing a gas with a small quantity of liquid. In this case the annulus
is of uniform size throughout, and the pitch of the wire spiral is kept as small a
practicable in order to reduce the speed of descent of the liquid. J. F. B.

Apparatus for Continuous Testing of Gases with Special Reference to
Acid or Alkaline Constituents. C. A. King. (J. Soc. Chern. Ind., 1919, 38,33 T.)
-The apparatus illustrated was designed to detect ammonia in the gases leaving an
ammonia recovery plant, but it is suggested that it might serve equally well for
other purposes-e.g., the detection of acid vapours in chimney gases. A current of
the gas from the outlet main is caused to pass upwards through a small glass
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